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• Education/training vs. Scientific discovery
• Science—innovation vs. discovery
Regulatory Science
Science vs. Education

• Discovery vs. Innovation
• Implementation
  – Adoption
  – Understanding
  – Using/modifying
• Regulating
Regulatory Science
Workforce Needs

• Discovery is different from innovation
• Adoption is different from implementation
• Regulation is different from discovery
Regulatory Science
Workforce Needs

• Differences in these domains demand
  – Different skills
  – Different training
  – In different settings
    • Academia—discovery, dissemination, education
    • Industry—innovation, implementation, adoption
    • Regulators—understanding, modifying, adoption, innovation
Regulatory Science
Workforce Needs

Panel covers multiple domains and settings

• Carl Peck—UCSF

• Emma Meagher—U. Penn CTSA

• Annette Mollet—European Center of Pharmaceutical Medicine